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Providing design strategy and implementation, from branding and graphic design to website development. 
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Dear Patricia,

Thank you for the opportunity to present the following proposal. I truly look forward to working with you!

SHARPEND DESIGNS - Offering Top-Notch Design and Project Management

Based in Bishop, CA, SharpEnd Designs specializes in web and print design, advertising, marketing and media. I offer 
highly innovative design to clients in Bishop, Mammoth Lakes, the Eastern Sierra, Los Angeles and surrounding areas.

As you know, it is most often the branded materials a company or enterprise uses (logos, business cards, brochures, 
ads, newsletters, magazines or websites) that sets them apart from others. I specialize in helping my clients stand out 
and make important first (and lasting) impressions.

Sharpend Designs’ strength is naming, logo design, and brand strategy. For over fifteen years I’ve been helping clients 
find that perfect identity. The journey continues while I steward their brand, with a purposeful marketing approach. With 
extensive experience in both digital and print formats, I’d love to help manage your graphic design needs in everything 
from advertising and print collateral, to social media, websites, art direction, brand management, and content.

Thank you for your time and consideration,

Keri Davis
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MAMMOTH LAKES HOUSING

Since 2002, Mammoth Lakes Housing (MLH) has worked to support the community of the Eastern Sierra with affordable 
housing. Serving a large region of three counties (Inyo, Mono, and Alpine), MLH faces challenges with this particular 
territory such as infrastructure limitations, isolated communities, tourism and recreation-based economies, and the 
inconsistent populations these economic structures create. Like most resort towns, housing prices are high. Second-
home purchases and nightly rental owners contribute to low availability. MLH plays a critical role in helping local 
workforce overcome the challenge of finding a place to live.

OBJECTIVE

As Mammoth Lakes Housing grows, the organization would like to “expand the diversity of revenue,” help staff 
communicate a clear brand message efficiently to its diverse audience, grow staff capacity, and more effectively deliver 
services to residents in need. MLH seeks guidance in implementing an affordable and cohesive marketing strategy. 

As an experienced designer, Keri offers the benefit of local knowledge, both print and digital competencies, excellent 
communication and interpersonal skills, and project management expertise. Specialising in brand creation and 
management makes SharpEnd Designs an ideal fit for MLH.

SCOPE OF WORK PROPOSED:

DESIGN
Consult in an extensive naming process involving in-person meetings and industry-specific research.

Design logo and brand guide, quality MLH layouts/templates, fulfill both print and digital demands, including flyers, 
posters, brochures, print advertisements, annual reports, social media components, a website, and promo video. 

Designer will need to be able to complete numerous projects concurrently, and adjust to the demands of MLH.

Develop the MLH brand and supporting collateral; convey complex concepts through stimulating visual design.

Work directly with staff on strategy and implementation of advertising/communication campaigns.

Standards for final products will be consistently high, and attention to detail is a must. 

COMMUNICATION
Designer will be available to meet in-person when necessary, and will attend the specified board meetings.

Communicate verbally, and in writing, with MLH to maintain effective relationships and successfully execute 
graphic needs.

Deliver projects quickly and by deadline. Some projects may need to be completed and edited in a short period of 
time. The designer will be available, and communication with the team will be within 24-48 hours.
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SCOPE OF WORK with timeframes

Renaming Consultation and Wordsmithing
Timeframe is 3-5 weeks from initial meeting. More meetings with client may be necessary 
within the 3-5 week window. Tagline included in scope of work.

$500-$1000 
3-5 weeks

Logo Design
Please refer to in-depth description on page 5. 

$2,500
4-6 weeks 

Brand Guide
Highly recommended. Please see attached example. 

$400-$600 
1-2 weeks

Poster/Flyer
8.5x11 flyer and 11x17 poster design. 

$300-$500 
1-2 weeks

Trifold Brochure
8.5x11brochure, double-sided. 

$400-$600 
1-2 weeks

Annual Report
Price dependent on page count. Approximately $100 per page. Timeframe also contigent 
on page count.

$100 per pg.
TBD

Strategic Messaging Strategy- More information needed. TBD

Website- Again, more information needed. Probably $3500-$6000. TBD

Promotional Video- More information needed. TBD

Social Media
It would be best to understand the scope of work in more detail. Price is a rough estimate.

$300-$500 
1-2 weeks

Board Meetings
Cost will include travel time. $65 an hour. Total estimate for three board meetings. 

$600

TOTAL:                                                                                        $4800-$6300 
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SHARPEND LOGO DESIGN PROCESS

Below are the typical stages of the logo design process provided by SharpEnd Designs. The process is not limited by 
time spent. The flat-rate fee allows for a free-flowing collaboration and is structured to support an ongoing design 
process with a focus on unlimited creativity. Please refer to sharpenddesigns.com/branding for visual examples.

Stage 1 
A thorough research of the of current trends and “looks” of the industry kick-starts the project. It’s important to 
understand the framework of visual identity by examining color, layout, simplicity/complexity and trends.

Stage 2 
Once I’ve gained an understanding of the industry, and the visual diversity and constraints of the branding, the design 
process begins. I design five to ten logos and five to eight logos are usually presented to the client. The goal is to deliver 
a diverse look; a range of colors, fonts and icons will be included. 

Stage 3 
Client will review logo designs. We will discuss the various logos with the goal of understanding which logos are 
appealing and why. In this stage, new conceptual ideas may evolve through collaboration, or simple changes may be 
requested. Changes and revisions are executed. 

Stage 4 
In this stage the final logo is chosen and fine-tuned. For example, there may be subtle changes in colors or fonts. The 
final logo is presented to the client in five file formats. Documentation explaining optimal use of each file will be provided.

PROPOSED SCHEDULE:
 1. KICK-OFF MEETING:  

An in-person meeting is optimal. This is a critical step of the logo design process. We work very hard to get all client input on 
the front end so that the entire process is smooth and final product is complete. Confirm strategy and any design concepts 
the client has. 

 2. DESIGN BEGINS- STAGE 1 & 2: 
Four weeks will be needed to design the initial five to eight logos.

 3. REVIEW AND REVISIONS: 
Time frame determined by client’s period of review. Complexity of revisions will determine time needed, but average time 
frame is two weeks. 

 4. FINAL STAGE: 
Time frame determined by client’s revisions. Usually not more than one to two weeks.

COST: $2,500

Brand/Style Guide
Creation of a digital style guide that will include a color palette, font styles, and graphic elements that define your branding look and 
feel. The guide will help constrain all involved in website design, marketing, and promotional material and guide them on how to stay 
within the boundaries of your business branding.

COST: $400-$600
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Why SharpEnd? A small design house with big ideas. 

Drawing on fifteen years experience working with small business owners, founders, government entities, and start-ups, 
I pride myself on clear and dependable communication, highly creative and quality design, delivered in a consistent 
manner. Specializing in logo design and branding development, I also understand the nuances of honoring an existing 
brand while pushing the boundaries with design innovation. 

My ability to carefully manage work flow, as well as design all collateral, allows for unrivaled attention to detail. I also 
work closely with web designers/developers, copy editors, and videographers as needed.

PRINCIPAL DESIGNER/OWNER 

Keri Davis 
Principal Designer at Nils Davis Design (now SharpEnd Designs) from 2006 - present. BA, University of California at Santa 
Cruz. My philosophy? Keep it straight forward. I believe in strong, clear messages, and I love helping clients present 
those messages in simple and powerful ways. Together we will focus on your strengths and translate your various needs 
into a visual language that appeals and communicates in an irresistible way..

HOURLY RATE: $100 an hour 

For additional design examples see Keri’s portfolio at sharpenddesigns.com 
Ph: (760) 920-9399 | keri@sharpenddesigns.com | 237 May St. Bishop, CA 93514

I encourage you to please contact my references. The success of the designer/client relationship directly correlates with the 
success of the designs. I take great pride in the quality of both. 

REFERENCES: 

Karin Humiston | ph: (760) 616-0575 | khumiston@mono.ca.gov  
Chief of Corrections, Mono County 

*David Page | ph: (310) 339-9069 | dpage@winterwildlands.org  
winterwildlands.org (*please see attached letter of recommendation) 

Nate Greenberg | ph: (760) 937-1209 | ngreenberg@mono.ca.gov 
monocounty.ca.gov  

Brian Balarsky | ph: (760) 934-3800 | brianbalarsky@convictlake.com  
Owner, Convict Lake Resort (15-year client relationship) 

Kelsey Hebert | ph: (720) 394-9189 | keh.bearusaa@gmail.com  
Private Chef, Author and Photographer of Gridelin Bale (renaming and logo design client) 



WHAT SETS KERI

APART?
Find out more about 
what makes Keri Davis 
the designer you want 
to work with.

LOCAL

DESIGN

S U P P O RT

VETERANKeri 
beleives the world 

is better experienced five 
miles into a trail run or halfway 

up a Tuolumne climb. The passion 
for these activities is what led Keri 
to the Eastside and into her line of 
work. Her combined passion and 

experience living an outdoor 
lifestyle brings unparalleled 

authenticity to her 
work.

Keri’s 
attention to 

detail, awareness 
of trends, and balance 
between creativity and 

practicality result in excellent 
design. Keri’s mindset of 

never compromising vision, 
and her eye for detail, 

ensure a polished 
outcome.

Keri 
enjoys 

connecting with her 
clients. She provides clear 
and timely communication, 

as well as access to in-
person meetings and 

consults. This approach is 
essential to successful 

design.

For 
the past 15 

years Keri has built her 
reputation on consistent, 

reliable and stimulating design. 
Her understanding of her clients’ 

unique marketing needs have 
led to long-term and loyal 
relationships with valued 
clients. Keri is trusted to 

deliver consistent 
results. 



P O R T F O L I O
S H A R P E N D  D E S I G N S

The following examples were specifically chosen to illustrate SharpEnd Design’s 
skill set in logo design, and subsequent marketing collateral. Specifically, I’ve 

showcased a non-profit (WWA) marketing package, WWA’s Ski Kind awareness 
campaign, two logo design packages, a few logo redesigns, and some websites.
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W I N T E R  W I L D L A N D S  A L L I A N C E

Keep Winter Wild Logo
Based on the existing WWA logo

E-newsletter 
Banners
Action Alert and The Stash 
logo designs based on the 
existing WWA logo 

From logos to bi-annual magazine newsletters, SharpEnd Designs has had the pleasure of designing numerous marketing 
pieces for Winter Wildlands Alliance over the last four years. This non-profit organization is dedicated to preserving winter 
wildlands and simultaneously, human-powered recreation access. When WWA came to me for assistance, they had an 
existing logo that was solid and attractive. The work I’ve designed is a great example of my ability to expand a brand’s 
capacity with supporting logos, printed collateral, infographics, digital elements and a website redesign.

P O R T F O L I O
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2018 WWA Member Guide 
20-page, 6x6 Booklet

2019 WWA Member Guide 
20-page, 6x6 Booklet
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WWA Movie Slides
Used to promote WWA at the  
Backcountry Film Festival
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2019 WWA Trail Break Newsletter
24-page, 8.5x11
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2021 WWA Trail Break Newsletter
24-page, 8.5x11
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WWA 2019 Website Redesign 
www.winterwildlands.org
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S K I  K I N D
Winter Wildlands Alliance recognized the need for a Backcountry Responsibility Code; a set of guidelines to promote 
responsible winter recreation. And the Ski Kind campaign was born. Backcountry participation numbers increased due 
to resort restrictions and people searching for COVID-safe activities. Ski Kind provides tools that all users can learn from 
and take to heart. SharpEnd Designs had the honor of designing the logo, advertisements, awareness toolkit, website and 
Instagram slides. 

Upper left, clockwise:
Ski Kind logo, Infographic, Instagram slides, 
Backcountry Code poster 
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Below: Ski Kind apparel
Right: Backcountry Code signage placed in 
populated backcountry access areas 

Above: Ski Kind stickers
Left: full-page, magazine advertisement 
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MEADOWS RETINA 

C L I N I C

Meadows Retina Clinic
Meadows
RETINA CLINICMeadows

R E T I N A  C L I N I C

Meadows
RET INA  CL IN IC

MEADOWS
RETINA CLINIC

R E T I N A  C L I N I C

CLINIC

Final logo chosen:

L O G O  D E S I G N :  M E A D O W S  R E T I N A
Located in Henderson, Nevada, Meadows Retina provides treatment for serious eye diseases such as retina and uveitis 
issues. The client, ophthalmologist Claudia Krispel, requested that the logo convey a general eye treatment center and asked 
that it not attempt to convey her specialty area of retina work. Dr. Krispel asked that it be “calming, gentle, and possibly 
include a nature scene.”
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mojave coffee

moj av e

M O J AV E

COFFEE

COFFEE

MO J AV E
C O F F E E

MO J AV E
C O F F E E

mojave

Mojave
C O F F E E

C O F F E E

Final logo chosen:

L O G O  D E S I G N :  M O J A V E  C O F F E E
Phil Martz, owner of Mojave Coffee, requested a logo design with a “high-quality, classy, exclusive” look. He expressed that he 
liked a clean design, and was partial to black and white. He also requested that the icon have a desert scene to highlight the 
name.

EST. 2018
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L O G O  R E D E S I G N S

GREAT BASIN BAKERY

PERRY MOTORS

Logo Redesign
Client requested that the logo retain most 
of its original elements (mountains, circle 
shape, and colors).

ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL

REDESIGN (color)REDESIGN (b&w)

REDESIGN
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TRI COUNTY FAIR & EVENTS

YOUTH CLIMBING LEAGUE

Logo Redesign
Client requested that the logo retain a 
mountain skyline.

ORIGINAL

ORIGINAL

PARTNER LOGOREDESIGN

REDESIGN

N O R T H E R N  C A L I F O R N I A
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Eastern Sierra Audubon Society 
www.esaudubon.org

W E B S I T E S
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Bishop Visitor Center 
www.bishopvisitor.com
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Owens Valley Distillery 
www.owensvalleydistillingcompany.com



www.convictlake.com

BRAND GUIDELINES
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CONVICT LAKE RESORT

Nestled in the aspens of Convict Canyon, below the towering peak of Mount 
Morrison and adjacent to a 170 acre crystal clear lake, Convict Lake Resort 
provides the perfect setting for a romantic getaway, family vacation, special 
occasion, stop on your annual road trip or base camp for your favorite Eastern 
Sierra adventure.

RELAX in one of our cozy cabins or deluxe lodges. 

DINE in casual elegance at The Restaurant at Convict Lake.

ESCAPE in the majesty of the scenery, wildflowers and fall colors.

FISH in our lakes and streams.

EXPLORE trails on foot, horseback, skis, snowshoes or snowmobile.

REVEL in the history and geological significance of our region.

1
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Dark
Blue

Dark
Green

Light
Blue

Light
Green

Complimentary Colors Wood Element

Orange GreyDark Brown

Hex: #001F40 

RGB: 0, 31, 64

CMYK: 100, 49, 0, 70

Pantone 539 C

Hex: #0B3021 

RGB: 11, 48, 33

CMYK: 66, 0, 57, 82

Pantone 5535 C

Hex: #7ECAF1 

RGB: 126, 202, 241

CMYK: 100, 56, 0, 23

Pantone 2905 C

Hex: #787B18 

RGB: 120, 123, 24

CMYK: 13, 0, 100, 46

Pantone 582 C

Hex: #f2842C

RGB: 242, 132, 44

CMYK: 0, 48, 95, 0

Pantone 151 C

Hex: #361F20

RGB: 54, 31, 32

CMYK: 0, 40, 22, 87

Pantone BLACK 5 C

Hex: #f6891f

RGB: 156, 143, 132

CMYK: 0, 8, 14, 38

Pantone WARM GREY 7 C
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AaBbCcDcEe
123456789!@#$%^&*)

AaBbCcDcEe
123456789!@#$%^&*)

AaBbCcDcEe
123456789!@#$%^&*)

AaBbCcDcEe
123456789!@#$%^&*)

Fonts

Gotham Bold

Garamond Bold

Gotham Book

Garamond Bold



760-934-3800  

2000 Convict Lake Road 
Mammoth Lakes, CA 93546

www.convictlake.com



Idaho: 910 Main Street, Suite 235 Boise ID 83702 
California: PO Box 100-480, Mammoth Lakes CA 93546 

c. 310-339-9069 • dpage@winterwildlands.org • winterwildlands.org 

March 17, 2021 

Re: Keri Davis, SharpEnd Designs 

To whom it may concern, 

I’ve worked with Keri on numerous graphic design projects over the course of more than 
a decade, both for Winter Wildlands Alliance and a number of other organizations and 
individual clients, both local and national. These projects have included full magazine 
layouts, a variety of custom publications (corporate and non-profit), original logo design 
and polish, event posters, brochures, website graphics, film festival pre-loop slides, 
member booklets, newsletters, annual reports and even stickers and trucker’s caps. 

Aside from her excellent eye for detail, creative design, layout, image and font choices, 
and her fundamental communications skills, Keri is a consummate professional. As 
necessary, she has turned last-minute projects around on a dime. And she’s always done a 
terrific job of managing and communicating schedules and deadlines, maintaining an 
even keel under pressure, and coordinating with printers for timely delivery of high-
quality materials. 

Aside from the fact that I would like to be able to keep her reserved and available at the 
drop of the hat for my own project needs, I can’t help but recommend her very highly for 
whatever graphic design needs you might have. 

Sincerely, 

David Page 
Advocacy Director 
Winter Wildlands Alliance 


